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About Alsunga 
Alsunga is a municipality in the west of Kurzeme, in the Kurzeme planning region. It borders with the Kuldiga, 
Pavilosta and Ventspils municipalities. The total area of the Alsunga municipality is 191 km2. The Alsunga 
village is the administrative center of the Alsunga municipality – the second smallest municipality in Latvia.  

The Alsunga municipality is located between two cities of national importance – Liepaja (83 km away) and 
Ventspils (55 km away). The distance to the county’s capital Riga is 175 km. 

The local community is mainly made up of people with old cultural traditions – called Suiti. The Suiti Cultural 
Space was inscribed in UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding in 2009. 

The municipality is home to 1 361 inhabitants, while the village of Alsunga has a population of about 600. The 
population of Alsunga municipality has decreased by 16.9% during the last 10 years. 

Key challenges & assets 
Challenges: 

• Ageing and youth out-migration; 
• Depopulation; 
• Lack of housing. 

Assets: 

• Strong cultural traditions; 
• Good place for living; 
• Nature as resource; 
• Good collaboration between the community and the local government. 

 

Highlights of the 

Alsunga Smart Village Strategy 
Latvia 
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Main objectives of smart village strategy 

Objective 1: Development of local, value-based small businesses 

Objective 2: Stabilising the number of people in the village 

What is smart? 
 

 

 

 
 

Links to other strategies  

 Latvia’s Sustainable Development Strategy 2030 sets out objectives such as prosperous countryside,  
sustainable and healthy lifestyle, and competitiveness created in cooperation. 

 The Latvian National Development Plan 2014-2020 priorititises the growth of the nation's farm, 
human security and growth-friendly areas. 

 The Sustainable Development Strategy for the Kurland planning region for 2015-2020 aims to invest 
in education, science, changing the social environment, developing entrepreneurial thinking and  focus 
on place-based development. 

 The Community-led Local Development Strategy for 2015-2020 focuses on: strengthening the local 
economy; improving the quality of the life environment and diversifying public activities; promoting 
cross-territorial and transnational cooperation. 

 Alsunga Municipality Sustainable Development Strategy 2015–2030 focuses on sustainable and 
diversified entrepreneurship as a long-term priority. 

 The Alsunga Municipality Development Program 2015–2020 prioritises the development of the local 
business environment while promoting cultural heritage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Participation in Strategy Development 

Local community members –  including local entrepreneurs, municipal representatives, NGOs, the National 
Expert of Smart Villages – were actively involved in the development of the strategy both initially – by 
identifying the needs, advantages and setting objectives of the territory, and in the process of formulating 
the strategy later. The Alsunga Smart Village Action Group was created. 



This strategy highlight has been developed in the context of the 'Preparatory Action for Smart Rural Areas in the 21st Century' project 
funded by the European Commission. The opinions and views expressed in the strategy highlight are those of the participant villages 

only and do not represent the European Commission's official position  
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What smart actions are implemented and planned? 

Implemented:  

 Weekly market (Suitu tirgus) of local food producers and artisans - widely visited and popular 
among residents of other regions of Latvia.  

 Video about Alsunga Smart Village promoting the local area as a tourist destination, 
appreciating the local cultural history, traditions and production of small local producers and 
craftsmen. (approx. 55,000 views).  

 Local school environment – creating a more interesting and exploratory environment. 

Planned:  

 Mobile app to encourage cooperation between tourism entrepreneurs.  
 Augmented or virtual reality learning tools created for local school environment.  
 Co-working space where several independent entrepreneurs can take up their activities in a 

common shared environment.  
 New tourism product - highlighting and emphasising the cultural history of the local area. 

A smart action that we are planning… 

Digital technologies integrated into the school 
environment by programming training for local 
people and some augmented or virtual reality 
learning tools created for the Alsunga school as 
the result. 
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